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This slender volume, a most welcome addition to the literature on nineteenth-century German 

conservatism, emanated from a conference on conservative German politicians in conjunction with an 

exhibition of contemporary documents and illustrations on the life and times of the conservative 

Hessian Minister Ludwig Hassenpflug. The exhibit catalogue is appended to the volume.

The eight politicians under discussion here – Clemens von Metternich, Ludwig von der Marwitz, Karl 

Wilhelm Heinrich du Thil, Friedrich Landolin von Blittersdorf , Ludwig Hassenpflug, Joseph Maria von 

Radowitz, Ferdinand von Beust, and Otto von Bismarck – have little in common except for their 

opposition to liberalism and their adherence to the forces of preservation and order. There is thus no 

basis for a »group« biography since the eight politicians highlighted here were not of the same 

generation and vary greatly in their historical importance. Metternich, Marwitz, and du Thil were born in 

the 1770s; Blittersdorf, Hassenpflug, and Radowitz in the 1790s; and Beust and Bismarck in 1809 and 

1815 respectively. The active public lives of the group assembled here range from that of Marwitz, 

whom we associate with opposition to the Prussian reforms between 1807–1811, to Bismarck’s, 

whose real career as a statesman began only fifty years later in 1862. Some of them, such as the 

towering figures of Metternich and Bismarck, will be well-known to readers, while the regional 

politicians, such as the Hessen-Darmstadt minister du Thil, the reactionary Baden politician 

Blittersdorf, and the electoral Hessen Minister Hassenpflug will be far less familiar. In Thomas 

Nipperdey’s »Deutsche Geschichte, 1800–1866«, for example, Blittersdorf and Hassenpflug are each 

mentioned but once; readers can be grateful to the volume’s editor for rescuing the relatively unknown 

du Thil, Blittersdorf, and Hassenpflug from oblivion.

The one common thread running through the biographical sketches is their heavy reliance on 

autobiographical writings, letters, and other Selbstzeugnisse, and their emphasis on the relationship 

between actual historical reality, on the one hand, and subjective assessments of the political legacies 

of the statesmen, on the other. Much weight is accorded to the reception of autobiographical writings, 

which is only fitting, given that they were often written with the intent of influencing later generations. 

Seemingly familiar figures thus come to life in a very different light, as Ewald Frie demonstrates in his 

chapter on Marwitz, where he shows that it was only with the publication of Marwitz’s memoirs fifteen 

years after his death that he acquired the aura of a founding father of Prussian conservatism.

The individual chapters are interesting in and of themselves. Hartwig Brandt reminds us that while we 

tend to remember Metternich primarily in his role as a distinguished diplomat, he was equally a man of 

pronounced social-conservatism in his domestic politics, interested more in preserving the existing 
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order than in promoting counter-revolution. Metternich imputed protest and rebellion to virtually all 

German poets and writers, from Schiller and Kleist to the romantics, and the Austrian political 

administration during the Age of Restoration remained reminiscent of eighteenth-century government. 

Brandt’s Metternich was not the all-powerful minister that many historians made him out to be, but 

rather a politician who had to struggle and engage in intrigue to maintain his position.

Ewald Frie emphasizes that von der Marwitz identified with Prussia, while the demise of the old Reich 

hardly upset him at all. It was not his material interest as an estate owner but his political interest as a 

Prussian aristocrat in the fate of his country that made him oppose the reforms. Frie convincingly 

argues that our present image of Marwitz was shaped by the conservative counter-revolutionaries of 

1848 who, with the publication of Marwitz’s memoirs during the reactionary 1850s, portrayed an 

upright man of the good old days that posthumously turned Marwitz into a founding father of Prussian 

conservatism on account of his stillborn attempt to oppose Hardenberg’s reforms. 

Hans Werner Hahn’s essay on du Thil is based on the latter’s memoirs, which appeared in 1921, and 

recently published letters. The Hessen-Darmstadt minister started out as a reforming conservative 

who regarded the end of the old Reich as a precondition for the necessary rejuvenation of the German 

states. Though an ardent advocate of Metternich’s policies, he was initially not opposed to 

constitutional government and himself launched a number of reform measures designed to improve 

the welfare of the population as well as strengthen the bureaucratic state. While he welcomed non-

nobles as members of the higher ranks of the bureaucracy during the earlier stages of his career, the 

erstwhile reform-conservative had turned into an embittered reactionary by the second half of the 

1840s.

Hans-Peter Becht’s chapter characterizes Blittersdorff as a man of violent temper, whose efforts to turn 

Baden into a stronghold of reaction by disciplining civil servants and staffing high offices with his 

conservative appointees were foiled only by a judiciary that enjoyed a relatively independent position 

in that southern German state. Blittersdorf and his conservative cronies laid the basis for the Baden 

government’s involvement in party politics during elections and by the time Blittersdorf left office, the 

second Baden chamber had become a Parteienparlament, to the point that even the monarch was 

embroiled in party conflicts. According to the author, Blittersdorf thus shaped Baden politics more 

decisively than any other nineteenth-century politician, though his time in office between the mid 

1830s and 1843 was tantamount to deadlock and immobility. 

As Ewald Grothe explains in his essay, there was no more controversial politician in pre-March 

Germany than Ludwig Hassenpflug, to whom Treitschke attributed the »traits of fanaticism and hunger 

for power« (S. 71). According to a contemporary source, Hassenpflug underwent three trials of 

impeachment (Ministeranklage) between 1833 and 1836 and left electoral Hessen in 1837 after 

alienating the people from their prince, undermining constitutional government, rendering state service 

corrupt, and leaving a legacy of hatred. Since he was related to the Grimm brothers, primary sources 

about him flow more generously than would otherwise be the case. In 1850, the Russian diplomat 

Peter von Meyendorff referred to him as the »most monarchical man in all of Germany« (S. 79).
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Brigitte Meier offers a competent review of the life and achievements of the perpetual outsider Josef 

Maria von Radowitz, retracing his political development from a reactionary conservative in the 1820s 

and 1830s to increasing openness and understanding later in his life. It is unfortunate that the author 

limited herself to the German language literature, neglecting to incorporate works in English that would 

have done much to throw light on Radowitz as a social thinker, a topic Meier deems important in 

passing but on which she does not elaborate.

Josef Matzerath’s piece on the Saxon Prime Minister, and later Austrian Foreign Minister, Friedrich von 

Beust, focuses on the politician’s private life, in particular his long affair with Mathilde von Uckermann, 

which he follows through all its at times tempestuous phases. Mathilde von Uckermann’s marriage to 

the Saxon cavalry officer, Robert Freiherr von Uckermann, was dissolved without a public scandal in 

1862 since, as the author notes, though well known by contemporaries from the Saxon king down to 

the whole court in Dresden, knowledge of the affair was treated with the greatest discretion, to the 

point that even political opponents refused to use it against Beust. Beust’s private life remains largely 

unexplored territory, despite the publication of his two-volume memoirs, since any piquant details 

remain covered by a veil of silence. Matzerath argues that had Beust’s – by the standards of the age – 

illicit relationship been made public, it would not only have discredited him but also undermined the 

moral standing of the ruling class.

Volker Ullrich has based his overview of Bismarck’s life on his own biography of the iron chancellor. He 

concentrates on salient events and turning points in Bismarck’s life and thus succeeds in giving new 

life to very familiar story. 

These eight biographical sketches of nineteenth-century conservatives – some of them but little known 

– make for fascinating reading and whet one’s appetite for more multi-dimensional accounts of 

historical figures that add to or challenge prevailing historiographical assumptions.
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